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Urban Growth has been proud to partner with Brixton BID in

creating and maintaining the urban green oasis The Brixton

Orchard on the busy Brixton junction.

The Brixton Orchard is a place for families, friends, and the thriving

community in Brixton to connect with nature and each other.

Clocked

over 571

volunteer

hours 

In 3 years we have... 

Enhanced  

300

sqm with

biodiverse

planting

Provided

over 20

focused

seasonal

sessions



The Brixton Orchard and Coronavirus 

Local parks and green spaces during the coronavirus pandemic became a

sanctuary. This has shown beyond doubt the fundamental contribution

parks and green spaces make to the physical health and mental wellbeing of

Londoners, especially those without their own outdoor space.

It is estimated that Londoners receive £27 in value for every £1 spent on

green spaces.

We interviewed local residents and volunteers to demonstrate the value

the Brixton Orchard has to the Brixton community.  



Lewis, Local Brixton Resident 

"Brixton Orchard is a fantastic pocket of nature right on

my doorstep. It is an area of peace and tranquillity to

cool down in after my runs and the trees and planting

offer a surprisingly effective natural barrier to the busy

Brixton Hill road. During the pandemic it was lovely to

have a diverse green space to lay in the sun so close to

my flat. I work as a Development Manager for

regeneration specialist Vistry Partnerships and since

meeting Urban Growth at the Orchard we have been

working on plans to replicate its community green

spaces offer on our own projects across London."



Trischi, Local Resident

"I live on Effra Road, in a one-bedroom, Victorian terrace flat, by St

Matthew's Church. I pass by Brixton Orchard regularly as a short cut to

Tesco's. It makes me smile. When I miss my (deceased) parent's Edinburgh

garden I sometimes take a diversion through it, to feel the sense of walking

on grass and, look at the fruit trees which remind me of my Grandfather's

Hamburg allotment in which he grew similar fruit trees. 

Brixton Orchard provides a sense of tranquility and wellbeing, even though

it is based on a very busy traffic corner. Moreover, it feels like Lambeth

Council is being progressive, like some European key cities, bringing nature

back into urban cityscapes." 



Emma, Local Resident and Orchard Volunteer 

"The Orchard has been a place I am really grateful for. It gives a

buffer to the ongoing traffic going past and has given me a space

to breath and relax in. When I hear the birds in the morning I

feel more connected to nature than I ever have in the city.

Having large green spaces in a city I feel is fundamental for my

wellbeing and this is the case for many others. I am starting

volunteering at the orchard and I am looking forward to learning

what it takes to maintain and protect my surroundings." 



In 2021, Urban

Growth will focus on

four key areas: 

Create a Covid Memorial

Garden

 Address the issue of

anti-social behaviour

Increase volunteer

engagement

Improve Signage &

Interpretation

1.

2.

3.

4.



Collaborate with local businesses to create a Covid Memorial Garden

by expanding the Orchard with up to three fruit trees. 

Liaise with local residents and key stakeholders about the garden.

Engage corporates and the community to build and install the garden. 

Hold a memorial service with Edmund & Sons Funeral Home for the

community.  

We aim to do this by:

Create Covid Memorial Garden1.



2. Address the issue of anti-social

behaviour

Clearing and moving mature fruit bushes to reduce hiding spots.

Plant three low-lying trees to improve visibility in the corner. 

We aim to do this by:



3.Increase volunteer engagement

Increasing volunteer numbers by creating a Volunteer Reward scheme

to encourage long-term volunteering and establish a community who

advocate for the Orchard.

Collaborating with BID marketing team and other key organisations to

promote opportunities.

Explore celebrating seasonal events to make the Orchard a

destination. 

Connecting with local residents and stakeholders such as, Rush

Common, local schools and businesses. 

We aim to do this by:



4.Improve Signage & Interpretation

Refreshing and installing the children's signs

Create an information sign about how the Orchard improves air

pollution.

Explore funding opportunities to create an interactive QR code trail

exploring the history and culture of Brixton and Urban Orchards.

Look into applying for green flag site as future milestone.

We aim to do this by:



Increased Use of the

Orchard 

Enriched

Biodiversity

Improved Reported

Wellbeing

Measureable Change
THE OUTCOMES WE EXPECT AND CAN MEASURE TO DEMONSTRATE

IMPACT



Wider and Long Term Change

Increased local pride, sense

of community and belonging

THE OUTCOMES WE EXPECT, BUT CANNOT LINK SOLELY TO OUR

WORK

Reduced anti-social

behaviour

Reduced negative

health outcomes

Improved local

economic resilience

Improved school

performance



The Brixton Orchard is a multi-functional high quality green space, which delivers a wide

range of environmental and quality of life benefits for the local community. 

With the Brixton BIDs support the Brixton Orchard can become part of the wider

national "green recovery" from the coronavirus pandemic by becoming a thriving

community & learning hub, a green oasis where local residents can relax and a landmark

destination promoting sustainability and the benefits of a green lifestyle.

We believe that by working together we can create a greener, healthier city for both

people and the planet.

For more information please do contact:

Operations Manager

flora@urbangrowth.london

Managing Director

carrie@urbangrowth.london

We look forward to growing with you! 


